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Information on conferences and congresses which took place in Poland in the last few years

L’information concernant conferences et congrès qui avaient lieu en Pologne au courant de dernières années

1. Conference on Pragmatic Poetics
   Warsaw, March 21—22, 1974

   The conference was organized by the Polish Department of Warsaw University to present partial results of study of pragmatic poetics, which, conceived on wide scale, is being conducted by Andrzej Lam, the head of the Chair of Theory of Literature and Poetics. Continuation to this research were studies of dialogue, the outcome of which was presented on the conference on dialogue in literature in 1975. The pragmatic poetics, understood in different way than it is done by scholars of other countries (e.g. D. Breuer with his "pragmatic analysis of the text") has been dealt with in many articles published in such Polish scholarly magazines as "Zagadnienia Rodzajów Literackich," "Przegląd Humanistyczny," "Miesięcznik Literacki," "Regiony." Recently there have also appeared the following books on the subject: Problemy poetyki pragmatycznej, ed. by E. Czaplejewicz; E. Czaplejewicz, Wstęp do poetyki pragmatycznej.

2. Conference on Problems of Literary Studies
   Wisła, February 3—8, 1975

3. Conference on Witold Gombrowicz's Works
   Warsaw, April 24—26, 1975

4. Conference on Dialogue in Literature
   Warsaw, May 12—14, 1975

5. Conference on Methodological Problems of Literary Interpretation
   Kazimierz-on-Vistula, January 29—February 3, 1976

6. Conference on Literary Work as a Source of Historical Knowledge
   Warsaw, December 14—16, 1976